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DEDIENNE AEROSPACE SELECTED AS THE FULL SERVICE LICENSED
GSE PROVIDER FOR COLLINS AEROSPACE NACELLE PROGRAMS
June 2019, Toulouse - France - Dedienne Aerospace is pleased to announce the award of a new license agreement
for nacelle Ground Support Equipment (GSE) with the Aerostructures Division of Collins Aerospace, which
includes sales, maintenance, calibration, leasing and services.
This latest license agreement authorizes Dedienne Aerospace to provide GSE and related services on the A220,
E2, E190, MRJ nacelle programs, as well as legacy nacelle programs V2500, PW4000, CFM56, CF680E1/E2, CF34,
RB211, Trent 700, and B737.
This license provides Dedienne Aerospace the opportunity to use its engineering expertise, while working closely
with Collins Aerospace, to improve legacy GSE designs as needed, bringing them up to current design standards
that improve safety and offer customers reliable and user-friendly products.
Dedienne Aerospace’s global sales and support teams are ready to assist customers with the full scope of GSE
sales and services to all Collins Aerospace customers worldwide.
Cédric Barbe, CEO of Dedienne Aerospace, said: “I am absolutely thrilled to be extending our long relationship with
Collins Aerospace by providing all nacelle tooling references for their customers. This is another great endorsement for
Dedienne Aerospace, which continues to demonstrate its expertise, reliability and performance. We’re looking forward
to working closely with Collins Aerospace and to satisfy their customers with our top products and our cutting-edge
tooling services portfolio.”
With more than 12,000 aircraft in service with Collins nacelle products, Dedienne Aerospace is proud to face this
new challenge and to continue this successful story with its partner, Collins Aerospace.
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DEDIENNE AEROSPACE is an international company specializing in aerospace tooling for civil and defense markets. Dedienne
Aerospace has strong partnerships with prestigious OEMs throughout the world and is proud to support Boeing, CFM, Collins
Aerospace, General Electric, Pratt & Whitney and Rolls-Royce as an official licensee. For more than 50 years, our products
have demonstrated our expertise, quality of service and technique, all at the cutting edge of industrial performance, in order to
provide maximum satisfaction to our customers. DEDIENNE AEROSPACE is an international company that operates on every
continent and close to its customers, ensuring proximity and a high-quality after-sales service in locations such as Miami,
Cincinnati, Querétaro, Dubai, Singapore, Zhuhai, Derby, Doha, Toulouse and elsewhere.
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